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Competitive ESG Investment Strategies

We believe that a company’s commitment to implementing ESG principles create a distinct competitive advantage and builds long-term value. Trillium’s robust, fully integrated investment process uses a propriety ESG scoring methodology, coupled with a time-tested fundamental approach, to identify compelling investment opportunities and competitive risk adjusted returns. The firm’s dedicated shareholder advocacy team is at the intersection of investment management and impact, engaging with companies to align values with investment objectives.

Our ESG-Integrated Investment Approach >
We Believe Impact is Active 

Trillium believes that integrating environmental, social, and governance factors into the financial analysis process can help identify the best companies positioned to deliver long-term risk adjusted performance. It is fundamental to our mission and fiduciary responsibility to engage with the companies that we hold on behalf of clients to press for positive change on any material ESG concern or opportunity that we believe will help protect or enhance shareholder value.


Shareholder Advocacy: Engaging with Companies for Positive Impact

For over 40 years, Trillium has exercised its rights and powers as a shareholder to improve the ESG policies, practices and—most importantly—impacts of the companies held in our portfolios.

As investors and fiduciaries to our clients, we believe it is our responsibility to encourage the companies we invest in to do better, to be more sustainable, and to be more just. We pursue this work not only because we believe it is the right thing to do, but also because we believe it contributes to a company’s long-term performance.


Dedicated to Sustainable and Responsible Investing

Trillium Asset Management offers investment strategies and services that advance humankind towards a global sustainable economy, a just society, and a better world. For nearly 40 years, the firm has been at the forefront of ESG thought leadership and draws from decades of experience focused exclusively on responsible investing. Devoted to aligning stakeholders’ values and objectives, Trillium combines impactful investment solutions with active ownership. The firm delivers equity, fixed income, and alternative investments to institutions, intermediaries, high net worth individuals, and other charitable and non-profit organizations with the goal to provide positive impact, long-term value, and ‘social dividends’.


Information & Resources

Trillium demonstrates its commitment to clients and community by serving as thought leaders and sharing decades of experience in responsible investing through the development and sponsorship of white papers and webinars to help investors better understand the ESG investment universe and how to implement a values-based investment program.





Competitive ESG Investment Strategies

We believe that a company’s commitment to implementing ESG principles create a distinct competitive advantage and builds long-term value. Trillium’s investment processes use a proprietary ESG scoring methodology to identify compelling investment opportunities that meet our ESG requirements. The firm’s dedicated shareholder advocacy team is at the intersection of investment management and impact, engaging with companies to align values with investment objectives.

Our ESG-Integrated Investment Approach >* Effective 6/30/22, the Trillium All Cap Core and Trillium Fossil Fuel Free Core strategies merged and were renamed Trillium ESG Core Equity.


Global Thematic
ESG Global Equity FFFU.S. Equity
ESG Core EquityESG Large Cap CoreESG Small/Mid Cap CoreESG Growth and IncomeThematic Equity
Sustainable Opportunities FFF

Mutual Funds
Trillium ESG Global Equity Fund FFFTrillium ESG Small/Mid Cap FundGreen Century Balanced Fund FFFJohn Hancock ESG Large Cap Core FundMaterials
Documents & DisclosuresFFF = Fossil Fuel Free 




We Believe Impact is Active 

Trillium’s investment processes are focused on finding companies with strong growth prospects that are attractively priced and meet our ESG criteria/requirements. Our analysts and portfolio managers conduct bottom-up, fundamental research on the companies, simultaneously reviewing both traditional financial and ESG metrics that we believe can add value to each strategies’ investment process.


Our Approach
Investment ApproachESG Integration & CriteriaOur Approach to Investing in 
Energy and PowerExclusionary Screening


Shareholder Advocacy: Engaging with Companies for Positive Impact

For over 40 years, Trillium has exercised its rights and powers as a shareholder to improve the ESG policies, practices and—most importantly—impacts of the companies held in our portfolios.

As investors and fiduciaries to our clients, we believe it is our responsibility to encourage the companies we invest in to do better, to be more sustainable, and to be more just. We pursue this work not only because we believe it is the right thing to do, but also because we believe it contributes to a company’s long-term performance.


Advocacy Dashboard
OverviewRecent DevelopmentsPapers & ReportsShareholder ProposalsProxy VotingTeam

Recent Papers & Reports
Shareholder Advocacy Report (Q4 2023)Apple Agrees To A Third-Party Assessment On The Rights Of Workers To Organize88% of Americans Support PTO to Vote on Election Day


Dedicated to Sustainable and Responsible Investing

Trillium Asset Management offers investment strategies and services that advance humankind towards a global sustainable economy, a just society, and a better world. For over 40 years, the firm has been at the forefront of ESG thought leadership and draws from decades of experience focused exclusively on responsible investing. Devoted to aligning stakeholders’ values and objectives, Trillium combines impactful investment solutions with active ownership. The firm delivers equity, fixed income, and alternative investments to institutions, intermediaries, high net worth individuals, and other charitable and non-profit organizations with the goal to provide positive impact, long-term value, and ‘social dividends’.


About Us
About TrilliumOur ValuesTeamCareers

Overview & Reports
Trillium Overview (PDF)Firm Impact Report (PDF)40 Year Anniversary Brochure (PDF)Trillium Celebrates 40 Years of Investing for a Better World (Video)


Thought Leadership & Timely News

Trillium demonstrates its commitment to clients and community by serving as thought leaders and sharing decades of experience in responsible investing through the development and sponsorship of white papers and webinars to help investors better understand the ESG investment universe and how to implement a values-based investment program.


News & Views
Leadership & Corporate EngagementViews & UpdatesIn the NewsWhite Papers & Webinars

Recent News
From Advocacy to Agreement: Trillium’s Long-Term Engagement with Starbucks for Worker Rights
The Fossil Fuel Transition: An ESG Analyst’s Year-End Reflection
Trillium CEO Matt Patsky, CFA, Issues Statement on SEC Climate Disclosure Rule
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ESG Core Equity*



Strategies >Equity Strategies >ESG Core Equity
Invests across the range of market capitalizations and economic sectors in companies that meet Trillium’s sustainability criteria.
Overview

Portfolio

Performance

Impact

Documents



Strategy Overview


Invests across the range of market capitalizations and economic sectors in companies that meet Trillium’s sustainability criteria.
Investment Process
Fundamental equity analysts, who divide coverage by sector, are responsible for providing in-depth analysis of companies and generating new buy ideas consistent with the strategy’s high quality approach, including a rigorous integrated review of financial and ESG factors. The Investment Management Committee, comprised of portfolio managers and analysts, meets periodically to review and approve recommendations to the buy-list recommended by the analysts. A strategy team, headed by the lead Portfolio Manager, rebalances the portfolio on at least a quarterly basis to identify the best subset of names from the buy-list at that particular point of time. The team leverages an optimization process that helps monitor and control portfolio characteristic exposures while overweighting companies based on a proprietary alpha score that includes an analyst rating. In this sense, the strategy is fundamentally driven, but quantitatively assisted.																											
Contact Information
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Tom Simunovic
ESG Investment Strategy Specialist and Relationship Manager


tsimunovic@trilliuminvest.com617-532-6673
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Portfolio Managers
[image: Elizabeth Levy, CFA]

Elizabeth Levy, CFA
Lead Portfolio Manager

Bio >
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Mitali Prasad, CFA
Portfolio Manager

Bio >
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Cheryl Smith, CFA, PhD
Portfolio Manager

Bio >



Benchmark

S&P 1500



Inception Date

1994



Strategy Assets*

$1019m



Holdings

65-80



% Top 10 Holdings

31.33%



Initial Position Size

0-5%



Target Tracking Error

3-4%



Sector Deviation +/-

<5%



Annual Turnover

20-40%



Vehicle Type

Separate Account**



* Strategy Assets are supplemental

** Traditional separately managed accounts as well as model delivery through intermediary partnerships.





Portfolio 


Equity Characteristics
as of 12/31/23


ESG Core EQUITY

S&P 1500



Market Capitalization 
(weighted avg. billions)

$538.82

$661.75



P/E (FTM EST)

21.8x

19.3x



Price/Book

5.0x

3.9x



Est. 3-5 Yr. EPS Growth

13.74%

12.42%



ROIC

17.47%

17.30%



LT Debt/Capital

40.6%

42.0%





Sector Allocation vs. Benchmark
as of 12/31/23


ESG Core EQUITY

S&P 1500



Information Technology

27.4%

27.3%



Health Care

13.3%

12.3%



Consumer Discretionary

13.1%

11.2%



Financials

11.6%

13.1%



Industrials

10.3%

9.7%



Consumer Staples

7.4%

6.0%



Communication Services

5.9%

8.0%



Real Estate

4.5%

3.0%



Materials

4.2%

2.8%



Utilities

2.5%

2.4%



Energy

0.0%

4.0%



Sector Allocation, Equity Characteristics and Top Holdings based on a representative account as of 12/31/2023 and exclude cash.														




Performance
As of 12/31/2023


.

QTR

YTD

1 Year

3 Year

5 Year

10 Year

Inception
(1/1/2007)


Gross of Fees

11.9%

16.9%

16.9%

6.0%

13.0%

9.5%

8.8%


Net of Fees

11.5%

15.2%

15.2%

4.4%

11.3%

7.9%

7.5%


S&P 1500

11.8%

25.5%

25.5%

9.8%

15.4%

11.8%

9.6%


Annualized time-weighted returns for ESG Core Equity composite through 12/31/2023. Time periods less than one year are not annualized. The ESG Core Equity Composite was created on September 14, 2011 and has an inception date of January 1, 2007. Composite Assets are $283.7 million as of 12/31/2023. Past performance is no guarantee of future results.  Every investment carries the potential for both profit and loss.  IMPORTANT: Please see important performance disclosures below.
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Quarterly Commentary
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Impact Report
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Additional Information


For AdvisorsFor InstitutionsFor Private Clients


Trillium Asset Management, LLC (Trillium) claims compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). Trillium is an investment advisor registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission under the Investment Advisors act of 1940. For the purposes of establishing and maintaining compliance with the GIPS standards, the firm has elected to define itself exclusive of wrap fee assets under management historically until 10/1/2013. Effective 10/1/2013 the firm has redefined itself to include wrap-fee assets under management. Previously, the firm included only institutional and high net worth accounts. The firm was redefined to include the wrap-fee business to reflect all business lines managed by the organization. 

The ESG Core Equity Composite was created on September 14th 2011 and has an inception date of January 1, 2007, and includes all discretionary portfolios managed in the ESG Core Equity style. The U.S. Dollar is the currency used to express valuations and performance. 

Trillium ESG Core Equity seeks to provide competitive long-term returns by investing in a well diversified portfolio across a range of market capitalizations. Time-weighted returns are presented for all periods net of trading costs and both net and gross of management fees, includes the reinvestment of all income, and is vested and calculated on a trade date basis.  Net-of-fee performance is calculated using actual management fees. Individual performance will vary from that of the composite. 

Lists, descriptions, and GIPS compliant presentations are available upon request for all Trillium performance composites. 

The S&P Indices are widely recognized, unmanaged indices of common stock. It is not possible to invest directly in an index. The S&P 1500 combines three indices, the S&P 500, the S&P MidCap 400, and the S&P SmallCap 600 to cover approximately 90% of the U.S. market capitalization. 

Past performance is no guarantee of future results. Every investment carries the potential for both profit and loss. The strategy’s ESG policy could cause it to make or avoid investments that could result in the strategy underperforming similar strategies that do not have an ESG policy.   

Investments in smaller and medium companies generally carry greater risk than is customarily associated with larger companies for various reasons, such as narrower markets, limited financial resources and less liquid stock. 
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[image: ]Active Portfolios, Global Impact: Putting Assets into Action since 1982®
By clicking the links to third party sites you are leaving the Trillium site and entering a third party site. Trillium are not responsible for any information contained on the third party site.


© 2021 Trillium Asset Management. All Rights Reserved. Trillium Asset Management is a registered trademark.
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Green InvestingTM
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By clicking “Accept All Cookies”, you agree to the storing of cookies on your device to enhance site navigation, analyze site usage, and assist in our marketing efforts. View our Privacy Policy for more information.
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Privacy Preference Center

When you visit websites, they may store or retrieve data in your browser. This storage is often necessary for the basic functionality of the website. The storage may be used for marketing, analytics, and personalization of the site, such as storing your preferences. Privacy is important to us, so you have the option of disabling certain types of storage that may not be necessary for the basic functioning of the website. Blocking categories may impact your experience on the website.

Reject all cookiesAllow all cookies
Manage Consent Preferences by Category

Essential
Always Active

These items are required to enable basic website functionality.

Marketing
Essential

These items are used to deliver advertising that is more relevant to you and your interests. They may also be used to limit the number of times you see an advertisement and measure the effectiveness of advertising campaigns. Advertising networks usually place them with the website operator’s permission.

Personalization
Essential

These items allow the website to remember choices you make (such as your user name, language, or the region you are in) and provide enhanced, more personal features. For example, a website may provide you with local weather reports or traffic news by storing data about your current location.

Analytics
Essential

These items help the website operator understand how its website performs, how visitors interact with the site, and whether there may be technical issues. This storage type usually doesn’t collect information that identifies a visitor.

Confirm My Preferences and Close


















